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Abstract

Objective: The long-term effects of $^{131}$I-therapy in patients with symptomatic non-toxic diffuse goitre were evaluated.

Design and methods: In a prospective open study, 34 patients (median age: 40 yrs, range: 27–68 yrs) were enrolled who suffered from a non-toxic goitre absent of nodules on clinical examination and on ultrasonography. Treatment indication was the presence of goitre giving rise to cervical compression and/or cosmetic discomfort. The median $^{131}$I activity was 600 MBq (200–600 MBq) administered orally on an outpatient basis. The patients were investigated by clinical examination, thyroid ultrasonography and thyroid function tests at regular intervals and for at least 12 months after the $^{131}$I-therapy. Yearly follow-up continued until the end of the study period or if permanent hypothyroidism ensued. The severity of symptoms was evaluated by a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) (range: 0–10).

Results: The median follow-up time was 36 months (12–84). Goitre volume was reduced from $67.9^{\pm28.5}$ ml to $43.4^{\pm18.7}$ ml (mean $^{\pm}$S.D.) ($P < 0.001$) 3 months after the $^{131}$I-therapy. After 3 years of follow-up, only $28.1^{\pm2.0}$% (mean $^{\pm}$S.E.) remained of the initial goitre mass ($P < 0.001$). Goitre was no longer present in 76% of the patients at the end of follow-up. An inverse correlation was found 1 year after therapy, but not after 3 years, between the initial goitre size and the percent reduction ($r = -0.44$, $P = 0.01$). Thirty-six percent had become hypothyroid after three years. Median VAS scores were reduced from an initial 7.0 (cervical compression) and 5.5 (cosmetic discomfort) to 0.0 at the end of follow-up ($P < 0.001$).

Conclusion: Our data justify treatment of non-toxic diffuse goitre with $^{131}$I because goitre reduction is pronounced, along with a very high degree of patient satisfaction and few side effects. We suggest that $^{131}$I-therapy can be used as an alternative to L-T$_4$ suppressive therapy and thyroidectomy in this group of patients.
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Introduction

Non-toxic goitre is common and appears endemically in areas with a low iodine intake. There are scarce epidemiological data concerning non-toxic diffuse goitre and furthermore we know little of the quality of life in those who have undergone the standard treatment modalities. Indications for treatment in this disorder comprise pressure symptoms and/or cosmetic complaints, as a result of continuous goitre growth. When treatment is indicated, for whatever reason, the traditional recommendations are long-term levothyroxine (L-T$_4$) suppression therapy or thyroidectomy. L-T$_4$ suppressive therapy is extensively used as a treatment of choice in patients with non-toxic diffuse goitre. The effect of this treatment, with or without the addition of triiodothyronine, is not impressive with a 20–30% reduction of the thyroid size within 3–9 months (1–3). Serum thyroid-stimulating hormone (s-TSH) must be reduced to below the reference range in order to obtain the maximum effect (4). This again leads to tissue thyrotoxicosis, which is associated with serious adverse health problems (5, 6). Furthermore, the treatment needs to be life-long if regrowth is to be hindered (1, 4). Thyroid surgery efficiently reduces goitre size but carries a risk of both surgical and anaesthetic complications. Damage to the recurrent laryngeal nerves and hypoparathyroidism occurs in 1–2%, a risk that increases with large goitres or in case of reoperation (7).

$^{131}$I-therapy, used mainly for the treatment of toxic goitre, is well recognized to reduce the size of the thyroid gland. Although its effect in non-toxic nodular goitre has been evaluated in several studies (8–11), very little is known of its efficacy and side effects in non-toxic diffuse goitre. This option is nevertheless pertinent in view of the problems related to long-term L-T$_4$ suppressive therapy. The aim of our study was to
evaluate the long-term effect of $^{131}$I-therapy on thyroid size and function and patient satisfaction in a representative group of patients with non-toxic diffuse goitre.

**Patients and methods**

**Patients and design**

During the period from 1994 through to 2001, 82 consecutive patients with diffuse non-toxic goitre referred to our endocrinology outpatient clinic were evaluated (Fig. 1). A homogeneous structure of the thyroid gland with the absence of nodules was confirmed by clinical examination, thyroid ultrasonography, as well as 99mTc-pertechnetate scintiscan. The patients, none receiving thyroid medication, were all euthyroid based on clinical judgment and biochemical tests. Treatment indication was the presence of goitre giving rise to cervical compression and/or cosmetic discomfort. Forty-three (52%) patients were excluded due to negligible symptoms and only a slight thyroid enlargement. Four other patients were referred to thyroid surgery because of aversion against $^{131}$I-therapy. Pregnancy or contemplation of further pregnancies, as well as lactation and age below 18 years were considered as contraindications to $^{131}$I-therapy. The remaining 35 patients (43%) were treated with $^{131}$I after written and oral consent. One patient dropped out 3 months after the therapy, leaving 34 patients for the final analysis (Fig. 1). In these individuals – thus comprising a selected group – the median age was 40 years (range: 27–68), and the median initial thyroid volume was 62 ml (range: 21–128). The smallest goitres were found among patients in whom a hemithyroidectomy had previously been performed. Cervical compression was a major complaint and a sensation of globulus was present among 73% of these patients. The median s-TSH was 0.68 U/l (range: 0.02–1.44), serum free T₄-index (s-FT₄I) was 99 nmol/l (range: 67–167), and serum free T₃-index (s-FT₃I) was 1.63 nmol/l (range: 1.10–2.30). Four individuals at the time of treatment had a s-TSH slightly below the normal range, but were characterized as being euthyroid according to normal indexes of the thyroid hormones. Similarly, two individuals with a slightly elevated s-FT₄I and s-FT₃I respectively, had a normal s-TSH and were therefore accepted for inclusion in the study. Increased serum levels of anti-thyroid peroxidase antibodies (anti-TPOab) were found in 18% of the study population. None had positive titres of TSH-receptor antibodies (TSH-R-ab). Further characteristics of the study population are given in table 1, which includes a comparison with the no-treatment group. Patients in the $^{131}$I-therapy group were significantly older, had larger goitres and longer duration of symptoms. L-T₄ suppressive therapy, previously used in 11 individuals (32%) with inadequate effect on goitre size, was discontinued at least 3 months prior to the $^{131}$I-therapy.

Patients were investigated by clinical examination, thyroid ultrasonography and thyroid function tests with regular intervals and for at least 12 months after the $^{131}$I-therapy. Yearly follow-up continued until the end of the study period. Patients who developed permanent hypothyroidism beyond the first year after the $^{131}$I-therapy were excluded from further follow-up due to the possible influence on goitre reduction of L-T₄ substitution, but data until that point were used for analysis. Hypothyroidism was treated routinely with L-T₄ aiming at s-TSH in the normal range. If euthyroidism could be obtained by a low L-T₄ dose, a trial of withdrawal was made within the first year to disclose transient hypothyroidism, in which case the patient remained in the study.

---

**Figure 1** Flowchart of consecutive patients referred with a non-toxic diffuse goitre.
Methods

The $^{131}$I-therapy was dosed according to a simplified algorithm taking only the thyroid volume into account. According to several studies (12–14) on $^{131}$I-therapy in hyperthyroid diseases, the use of calculated doses does not carry any advantages compared with fixed doses. Thus, 200 MBq was given to glands <30 ml, 400 MBq to glands in the range 30–60 ml, and 600 MBq if the volume was >60 ml. A maximum activity of 600 MBq, which is the maximum outpatient activity, was set. The $^{131}$I-therapy was given orally on an outpatient basis.

The thyroid volume was measured as previously described (15) by an accurate planimetric scanning procedure using a specially equipped ultrasound compound scanner (type 1846; Brüel & Kjær, Copenhagen, Denmark) mounted with a 5-MHz transducer on a static scanner arm. The average error of this method is approximately 7% with a median difference of +2 ml (range: −27 to 12) (15). Mean thyroid volume in an adult population without clinically overt goitre is 19 ml (range: 10–28) (15).

Serum concentrations of $T_4$ (normal range: 65–135 nmol/l), $T_3$ (normal range 1.00–2.10 nmol/l), and TSH (normal range: 0.30–4.0 mU/l) were determined by in-house methods, as was the $T_3$ resin uptake (normal range: 0.80–1.25%). $s$-FT$_4$ and $s$-FT$_3$ were calculated multiplying serum $T_4$ and $T_3$ levels respectively, by the $T_3$ resin uptake. The interassay coefficients of variation were below 10% for all assays.

$^{131}$I-therapy was given orally at the end of follow-up each individual was asked to indicate on the VAS ranging from ‘0’ to ‘10’ (arbitrary units), the degree of cervical compression and cosmetic discomfort. ‘0’ represented no complaints and ‘10’ the worst possible degree of compression/discomfort.

The study was approved by the Local Ethics Committee of the County of Funen, Denmark (trial number 2002–0118).

Statistical analysis

Data are presented as medians (range) and means (±S.D. or S.E.). Non-parametric or parametric (ANOVA) statistical tests were used depending on the normality of the data. Simple regression analysis was used to test correlations. To compare frequencies, $\chi^2$ test was used. The cumulated incidence rates of hypothyroidism were calculated by a survival analysis in a Kaplan–Meier plot. VAS score data were compared by use of the Wilcoxon test. The level of statistical significance was chosen as a $P$ value <0.05.

Results

The median $^{131}$I activity was 600 MBq (range: 200–600). The median follow-up time was 36 months (range: 12–84). One female patient was treated twice with $^{131}$I. Despite a goitre reduction from 73 to 36 ml two years after the initial treatment with 600 MBq $^{131}$I, a second dose of 600 MBq $^{131}$I was given due to persistent cervical compression. A further reduction to 17 ml within one year by this second treatment led to the disappearance of her symptoms. Data from this individual obtained after the second treatment are included in the analysis.

Thyroid volume

Three months following $^{131}$I-therapy, the mean goitre size was reduced to $66.4\pm2.8%$ (S.E.) of the initial volume (Fig. 2). In absolute terms, the volume diminished from $67.9\pm28.5$ ml (S.D.) to $43.4\pm18.7$ ml (S.D.) ($P < 0.001$). Further reduction was observed with continued follow-up. By six months the goitre volume was halved, on average, and after three years, only
28.1 ± 2.0% (S.E.) remained of the initial goitre mass ($P < 0.001$, Fig. 2). Beyond three years, no significant additional reduction could be demonstrated (Fig. 2). By the final ultrasonography performed at the end of follow-up no thyroid nodule had emerged, and goitre could no longer be demonstrated (i.e. gland volume within the normal range) in 26 patients (76%). At the 1-year follow-up, a significant inverse correlation was found between the initial goitre size and the percentage volume reduction ($r = -0.44$, $P = 0.01$; Fig. 3); i.e. with increasing size, the efficacy of $^{131}$I-therapy on the goitre reduction was attenuated. However, such a relationship was absent at three years (Fig. 3), suggesting that, with time, patients with a large goitre achieve a similar relative goitre reduction as those with a smaller gland.

**Thyroid function**

All patients were euthyroid at the time of treatment. Ten patients (29%) experienced a temporary thyrotoxicosis within three months after therapy, two of whom had anti-TPOab present before therapy. In all cases, the thyrotoxicosis was of mild nature and self-limiting. It was probably caused by dumping of stored thyroid hormones into the circulation, since de novo appearance of TSH-R-ab was not encountered in any case, making a Graves’-like condition unlikely. None developed anti-TPOab within the follow-up period.

In two individuals (6%), transient hypothyroidism appeared within six months after $^{131}$I-therapy. In each case, euthyroidism was achieved with a small dose of L-T$_4$, which could be discontinued successfully after a short period of time. As regards permanent hypothyroidism following $^{131}$I-therapy, the cumulated rates were 15% after 12 months, 27% after 24 months and 36% after 36 months (Fig. 4). No individual developed hypothyroidism after that time. All cases with permanent hypothyroidism were treated with L-T$_4$.

**Figure 2** Effect of $^{131}$I-therapy on the mean percentage goitre reduction. Bars represent the 95% confidence interval. After three years no further significant goitre reduction was observed. Figures at the bottom are number of patients examined on each occasion. Only data from individuals remaining euthyroid were analysed since appearance of permanent hypothyroidism excluded the patient from further follow-up in the study.

**Figure 3** Relationship between the initial goitre size and the relative reduction obtained by $^{131}$I-therapy. At one year of follow-up (top), the effect was significantly attenuated with increasing goitre size ($r = -0.44$, $P = 0.01$). Such a correlation was absent at three years of follow-up (bottom).

**Figure 4** The cumulated incidence of permanent hypothyroidism after $^{131}$I-therapy of non-toxic diffuse goitre shown in a Kaplan–Meier survival analysis. After 36 months, 36% of the patients were hypothyroid with no additional cases.
substitution, resulting in complete relief of any hypothyroid symptoms.

**Effect on goitre symptoms**

Reflecting the degree of cervical compression and the cosmetic discomfort, the median VAS scores at baseline were 7.0 (range: 0.0–10.0) and 5.5 (range: 0.0–10.0) respectively (Fig. 5). No significant correlation was found between the individual VAS scores and the goitre size. Thus, individuals with a relatively small goitre had symptoms of the same magnitude as those with larger glands. Nine patients (26%) had a slight pain of the thyroid gland shortly after $^{131}$I-therapy, probably due to a mild and transient radiation thyroiditis. This condition was promptly and efficiently treated with non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs. Temporary thyrotoxicosis coexisted in only one of these patients. None encountered an acute increase of the goitre accompanied by respiratory distress. Goitre-related symptoms were highly improved at the final evaluation, both with regard to cervical compression and cosmetic discomfort. Thus, the median VAS scores of both variables were significantly reduced to 0.0 (range: 0.0–5.0) ($P < 0.001$, compared with pre-treatment scores; Fig. 5).

**Discussion**

Thyroid enlargement is found among 15–23% of women in Denmark, a mild iodine-deficient area until use of iodized salt was initiated a few years ago (16). Thyroid nodules are absent in approximately one third of these individuals (16), thereby making non-toxic diffuse goitre a very common condition, at least in regions with a similar iodine intake. If goitre-related symptoms emerge it becomes a clinical problem. The present study is the first to demonstrate the long-term benefits and adverse effects of $^{131}$I-therapy in patients with a non-toxic diffuse goitre. While reports on non-toxic nodular goitre have been quite numerous, only two small studies (17, 18) regarding non-toxic diffuse goitre, with a short follow-up period have been published. Validated by the pre-treatment VAS scores, our patients had significant cervical compression and/or cosmetic symptoms. Interestingly and well known to most thyroidologists, the severity of the symptoms was not related to the goitre size. Like almost all other studies within this area, our study did not include a control group. Since $^{131}$I-therapy in numerous series (8–11, 19, 20), albeit mostly in uncontrolled designs, has been shown to reduce goitre size, we found it unethical to randomize patients with goitre-related symptoms to no treatment. The patients who received no treatment were unsuitable as controls, since these individuals had smaller glands and fewer symptoms. Since studies on the natural history of this disease indicate a goitre growth of 4–20% annually (4, 21), it is most likely that the pronounced goitre reduction found in this study was due to the influence of the $^{131}$I-therapy. Within three months after treatment, the goitre was, on average, reduced by a third and by 70% after three years. Taking into account the natural goitre growth rate, the effect may have been even higher. Thus, it is evident that the volume reduction achieved by $^{131}$I-therapy is more pronounced in non-toxic diffuse glands than in non-toxic multinodular goitres (9, 10), comparable to the situation in toxic goitres (22, 23). Furthermore, our study suggests that $^{131}$I-therapy has a more prolonged goitre-reducing effect in diffuse as compared with nodular glands and demonstrates a ‘catch-up’ effect in large goitres. As has also been shown for multinodular glands (9, 19), the relative reduction was attenuated with increasing goitre.

**Figure 5** Severity of symptoms caused by the goitre and the effect of $^{131}$I-therapy evaluated by the Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) principle. ‘0’ denotes no complaints and ‘10’ the worst possible degree of symptoms. The figure shows the VAS scores related to the cervical compression (top) and the cosmetic complaints (bottom) respectively. For both parameters, the VAS scores obtained at evaluation were significantly reduced in comparison with the pre-treatment scores ($P < 0.001$). Data were not obtained in four patients.
size in the short term. However, three years after the $^{131}$I-therapy the size of large goitres was reduced to a similar extent as smaller ones in relative terms. This is most likely explained by the radiation being more uniformly distributed in diffuse goitres, perhaps thereby resulting in indefinite thyroid destruction. In addition to the marked goitre reduction the rate of satisfaction with the $^{131}$I-therapy was very high among the patients. This issue has not been evaluated to any greater extent in earlier studies. Since VAS scores were not systematically monitored during follow-up we do not know for certain when the initial complaints disappeared. At the final examination the VAS scores were, with few exceptions, zero. Retrospective evaluation suggested this to have been achieved within the first year of treatment.

Adverse effects were few. Mild thyroid pain, occasionally encountered with $^{131}$I-therapy, was self-limiting and was easily treated with weak analgesics. Thirty-six percent of the patients became hypothyroid three years after the $^{131}$I-therapy. It is likely that this rate will increase with longer follow-up and be comparable to what is seen after $^{131}$I-therapy in Graves’ disease, where virtually all patients become hypothyroid with life-long follow-up (22). Should hypothyroidism ensue, this is easily treated with L-T$_4$, which might reduce the gland size even further.

Should $^{131}$I then be the standard treatment recommendation for the non-toxic diffuse goitre? We know from recent surveys that there is no consensus regarding the treatment of non-toxic goitre (24, 25). In contrast to the use in multinodular goitres, it has been shown in several studies (1–4) that L-T$_4$ suppressive therapy does have some effect in the reduction of the non-toxic diffuse goitre, but the effect is modest and long term side-effects should indeed be taken into account (5, 6). While the present study describes the long-term benefit of $^{131}$I-therapy of non-toxic diffuse goitre we cannot yet tell about the risks of thyroidal and extrathyroidal $^{131}$I-induced cancers. Nevertheless, from several large-scale studies on $^{131}$I-therapy in hyperthyroid diseases we know that these risks are theoretical or at least of very little clinical relevance (26–28). Since any of the three treatment options, L-T$_4$ suppressive therapy, thyroidec-
tomy and $^{131}$I-therapy reduces the size of non-toxic diffuse goitre, the choice must, at present, be based on individual factors. In our clinic, $^{131}$I-therapy has been a first line recommendation in patients with a non-toxic goitre for several years. The long-term efficacy of this treatment, in patients with a non-toxic diffuse goitre, is now further supported by the present study. Randomized studies that compare the various treatments, both with regard to the goitre reduction, goitre recurrence, cost-benefit, and, in particular, with the degree of patient satisfaction and quality of life are certainly needed to make the choice more evidence-based.
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